
Camino de Santiago
Every year, hundreds of thousands of people walk the
Camino to Santiago de Compostela in Northwest Spain.
Now it’s your turn! Immerse yourself in a journey that
you will never forget. Book your Camino with Bukitt and
leave all the planning & logistics to us. We offer support
and VIP services throughout your journey for a truly
unforgettable experience.

Contact Mariana Riquezes for bookings
 Email MRiquezes@Bukitt.com or call +1 305 998 6034 



Camino Francés from 

O'Cebreiro to Santiago de Compostela

May 8 - May 17, 2022

10 days - 156 km

Camino VIP Package 

Contact Mariana Riquezes for bookings
 Email MRiquezes@Bukitt.com or call +1 305 998 6034



Camino de Santiago 

The Camino de Santiago is the most famous hike

in the world. It's a pilgrimage that began in the 9th

century to the grave of Saint James, one of the

twelve apostles. Although the Camino traditionally

has religious significance, active enthusiasts have

come to appreciate it for its beautiful landscape.

There are many routes and ways of the Camino.

However, the French way or el Camino Francés is

recognized as one of the most popular routes and

undeniably the most beautiful. We will start in

O'Cebreiro, the gateway to Galicia. 



What's Included 

Best accommodations along Camino

Daily luggage transport

Al Fresco bites & beverages provided

throughout stages

Support vehicle throughout

Camino stages

Round-trip transfer (Madrid - Santiago)

Camino map for each stage

      (beer, wine,  fruits & nuts, charcuterie,

light fare)

Winery tasting 



What's Included 

Trip Insurance

Personal Bukitt Trip Brochure

Pilgrim's passport (credencial) &

Compostela  upon completion

(certificate) 

Muxía & Finisterre excursion 

2 nights at the Parador of Santiago

"Hostal dos Reis Catolicos"

Guided visit of Santiago

*Airfare & Madrid accommodations are not included in package. Our reservations team is

happy to assist if needed. Please contact Hello@Bukitt.com. 



TRIP
ITINERARY
MAY  8 Arrival & transfer to Bierzo

MAY  9 Stage 1: O'Cebreiro to Triacastela

MAY  1 0 Stage 2: Triacastela to Sarria 

MAY  1 1 Stage 3: Sarria to Portomarín 

MAY  1 2

MAY  1 3

MAY  1 4

MAY  1 5

MAY  1 6

MAY  1 7

21  Km  

22  Km  

28  Km  

19  Km  

21  Km  

24  Km  

19  Km  

Stage 4: Portomarín to Palas de Rei

Stage 5: Palas de Rei to Arzúa

Stage 6: Arzúa to O Pedrouzo

Stage 7: O Pedrouzo to Santiago

Muxía & Finisterre Excursion

Check-Out



The Camino Francés is one of the nine major

Camino de Santiago routes. 

 

 The 800KM of trail has inspired many artists,

writers, and filmmakers – such as Paulo

Coelho in his bestseller The Pilgrimage and

2010’s Hollywood movie The Way starring

Martin Sheen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The French Way is a spectacular route,

traversing both mountainous and flat terrain.

You will have the opportunity to journey

across the most remarkable section - the last

156 kilometers. 

Camino Francés 



The third highest point on the entire Camino,

O'Cebreiro treats pilgrims to one of the

route’s most beautiful vistas and layered

sunsets. It is the gateway to Galicia, the final

region of the Camino; passing through

mountains, valleys, and rolling hills to the

final goal at Santiago de Compostela. The

village’s sweet round granite homes with

thatched roofs preserve its medieval

appearance and its earlier Celtic roots. The

intimate 9th-century church is the site of a

famous miracle.

Why Start in O'Cebreiro? 

Click here to read about the Eucharistic Miracle of O'Cebreiro!

http://www.therealpresence.org/eucharst/mir/english_pdf/Ocebreiro.pdf


Walk with ease and enjoy daily complimentary

luggage transport services along with assistance and

attention from your own private support vehicle. 

 

Receive a personalized itinerary with included stays

at the best accommodations on el Camino.   

 

Our team provides expert insight ensuring an

authentic experience that gives back to the local

communities. 

 

We arrange a warm welcome in Santiago de

Compostela by offering a guided tour of the city,

plush accommodations at el Parador de Santiago de

Compostela also known as Hostal dos Reis Catolicos,

the oldest hotel in Europe, Michelin dining

reservations, and a private tour to Finisterre, 'the end

of the earth.' 

 

 

Enjoy the journey and walk with ease
when you book your Camino with Bukitt.  

Why Walk with Bukitt?



You will be resting at some of the best

accommodations on the Camino. 

 

Enjoy a curated selection of the top-rated hotels,

Paradores in historic buildings, and enchanting

guesthouses in the countryside, all with a high

level of service for your comfort. Relax and

recharge in your private room and enjoy

complimentary breakfast and dinner*.

 

The beautiful accommodations we have chosen

will make your Camino even more special with

their personalized attention and gourmet

restaurants where you can savor the typical

dishes of traditional Galician cuisine.

 

Accommodations

*dinner not included with stay at the Parador in Santiago



Camino Stages

STAGE

01

STAGE

02

STAGE

03

O'Cebreiro - Triacastela
We will start our walk in O'Cebreiro, home to pallozas

(straw-roofed houses) and the sanctuary of the Eucharistic

miracle. O'Cebreiro is the first village in Galicia, it has just

over 1,200 inhabitants and sits at 1,293 meters (4242 ft). On

our way to Triacastela we will go through some ups and

downs until we will reach Alto de Poio, the highest peak

of the Camino in Galicia at 4380ft with amazing views. It's

all downhill from there through forests and the river valley.

Most of the walking today is on paths and tracks with only

a small amount on minor roads. There are lots of places

for food and water along the way.

Triacastela - Sarria
We will start our walk in Triacastela. It gets its name from

the three castles that once stood here, none of which exist

today. This stage has two route options, the San Xil and

the Samos route. Both options are beautifully mystical.

San Xil is 7km shorter while Samos is flatter and quieter

and leads to the Benedictine monastery, one of the largest

and oldest Galician monastic foundations, whose origins

date back to the sixth century.

Sarria -  Portomarín 
We will start our walk in Sarria. Sarria marks the last 100

km until Santiago. Most of today's walk will be through

wooded areas and passing through many villages

including Barbadelo, Peruscallo, Morgade, Ferrerios, A

Pena, Mercadoiro and Vilcha. At the end of the journey, 

 we will cross the Miño river into Portomarín, a riverside

village.



Camino Stages

STAGE

04

STAGE

05

STAGE

06

Portomarín - Palas de Rei
We will start our walk in Portomarín, a town that dates

back to the Romans. Many structures you see in

Portomarín were moved block by block up the mountain

from the old village to the current village. The old village

was flooded in the 1960s to build the Belesar reservoir.

This stage will take you through the region of Monterroso

and Palas de Rei. This stage takes you mostly through

paved roads and consists of a steady uphill climb.

Palas de Rei - Arzúa
We will start our walk in Palas de Rei. During this stage, 

 you will leave the Lugo province and enter A Coruña.

Tody's trek will be long but mostly flat through wooded

trails. We will pass through Melide, a great stop for some

Galician gastronomy. In Melide the Primitive Way joins the

French Way filling the town with incredible Camino

energy.

Arzúa - O Pedrouzo
We will start our walk in Arzúa. This stage is short and

almost flat. During the second half of the stage, be careful,

as you will need to cross the main road several times. This

stage takes you through quiet forest paths with

eucalyptus groves and sleepy villages.

STAGE

07

O Pedrouzo - Santiago
We will start our walk in O Pedrouzo. The final stage of the

Camino is filled with energy and emotion. Santiago de

Compostela awaits the pilgrims' arrival after a 19km

trajectory. Monte de Gozo is the first place from where you

can see the spires of the Cathedral.  From here, you

descent to the city where you’ll be able to witness this

UNESCO World Heritage Site up-close. Marvel at the

architecture and relish the wonderful atmosphere in this

cultural and spiritual mecca.



Once the trip date approaches, we will send

your personal Camino brochure with relevant

information about your trip including

itinerary,  packing list, recommendations,

further information, Camino tips, advice, and

more.

Thanks for booking with Bukitt!

Contact Mariana Riquezes for bookings
 Email MRiquezes@Bukitt.com or call +1 305 998 6034 


